Devotion pays off for vice president in Bush's lengthy, demanding term

By FRAN SARKS

Even though CAR might be a dinosaur by computer standards, Bush considers it an improvement. He admits, however, that the system does have its faults. He said people who use the CAR forms often find out later that they have been bumped from a class, and must then go to arena registration to add a new one. Another problem is the computers' sensitivity to classes and not to students' time schedules. If a student needs days that aren't available, it will reshuffle the system.

"The university is considering an interactive system where a student sits down with a counselor and selects classes from a terminal," Bush said.

Another consideration is a system with push-button photos, in which a student could call in and push the phone buttons to select classes.

Rather of these systems on the planning board, Bush said, could be implemented next fall if approved by the administration.

Bush said his most recent accomplishment for students was the rejection of a proposal to change the grading system policy where an instructor could give a student an F if he dropped a class during the second week or later.

The BOD collected arguments against this change and debated it in the Academic Senate. Despite a lengthy debate with the administration, however, the proposal passed.

The A.S. took its arguments to President James M. Rossier, who also opposed the system. Dr. Rossier sent a list of the arguments to the senate.

One of the arguments was that students couldn't file for grade replacements as they can now. An A student would have a lot to lose by receiving an F, he said. "Another argument was if a student wanted to drop classes, he would be seen as academically unfit," Bush said.

The question of what is considered "failing" work during the second week of class was another argument. Bush wanted to know if the faculty would base it on attendance or failure to turn in homework.

The senate decided to side with the A.S. and Rossier. The policy was rejected.

Lori Lorge, A.S. presidential candidate from the Student Alliance slate, and Robert Koppel, representative at large, pay attention to the speeches made at the candidate forum held at the Public Expression Area outside the University-Student Union.

Library's computers assist students

By MARK THOMA

Although the Kennedy Library contains a virtual mountain of reference material, finding the right information can be a time-consuming procedure, without the right tools.

This year marks the fifth anniversary of the ultimate information accessing tool available at the library, the bibliographic computer-search.

Two library computers are linked to a service that maintains current listings for more than 100,000 current indexes, containing both bibliographic and abstract information. Patrons can use the system for research, hard and soft sciences.

"Given that Search Helper, the small computer, located in the reference area of the library north, is called Search Helper. Because the amount of information available through Search Helper is limited, and due to a recent rise in the cost of the service, it is being re-evaluated by the library.

"The library also maintains a smaller, more limited reference computer, that patrons can use by themselves. This small computer, located in the reference area of Library North, is called Search Helper. The library provides interested patrons with a search request form, Sullivan explained. The form must be filled out in the form of a computer printout.

"Our computer search service has proven itself quite useful," Sullivan said. "From July to December of 1983, we processed close to a thousand searches."

The library also seeks to increase membership in the library, he said. "We have set a new goal, according to James E. Stofan, university Development Officer, to increase membership in the library in about a week, in the form of a computer printout."
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Although the Kennedy Library contains a virtual mountain of reference material, finding the right information can be a time-consuming procedure, without the right tools.

"Our computer search service has proven itself quite useful," Sullivan said. "From July to December of 1983, we processed close to a thousand searches."

The library also maintains a smaller, more limited reference computer, that patrons can use by themselves. This small computer, located in the reference area of Library North, is called Search Helper. Because the amount of information available through Search Helper is limited, and due to a recent rise in the cost of the service, it is being re-evaluated by the library.

Morris Polan, university librarian, said, "Given that Search Helper has raised its rates substantially, and is the least sophisticated of the on-line (computer reference) services, we are in the process of evaluating what is the most cost-effective use of the money allocated for those services."
Postman always rings twice for moll and go-go dancer in Walla Walla

COCOA, Fla. (AP) — This is a cautionary tale of a two-faced charmer named Will Wills, alias Jaime James and sometimes Peter Peters, who was booked on a felony rap for trying to make a getaway in a carbon paper plant in Walla Walla, Wash.

Will Wills and his moll, Moll Molley, a twosome who claimed to come from Cocoa, Fla., had succeeded with similar scams in Baden-Baden, Germany and Opole, Poland. They had a string of arrests from Bour Reo to Pago Pago and are still wanted on larceny charges in Woodward, Okla.

This time they tried to take it on the lam to Jahi Jaho in Pakistan, but a slick Sikh detective, alerted by the Interpol tom tom, had succeeded with similar scams in Baden-Baden, Germany and Opole, Poland. They had a string of arrests from Bour Reo to Pago Pago and are still wanted on larceny charges in Woodward, Okla.

They tried to take it on the lam to Jahi Jaho in Pakistan, but a slick Sikh detective, alerted by the Interpol tom tom, had succeeded with similar scams in Baden-Baden, Germany and Opole, Poland. They had a string of arrests from Bour Reo to Pago Pago and are still wanted on larceny charges in Woodward, Okla.

The cling-a-ling lured Ling Ling from the Tibetan Panhandle. But Wills was nabbed by a tearful fly and soon came down with a case of beriberi.

Doctors pronounced him nearly as dead as the proverbial dodo when a bon bon named Mimi came into his life and pooh-poohed what the pessimists were predicting. She was a can can dancer from Carcass, Brazil, with a tall way like Rin Tin Tin. Will Wills went gaga over the frou-frou on her tu tu, and for a time it was kis-aybe-kissy till the cows came home, which they soon did, and to say: It was she; alias, who put Will Wills up to swingin' the skus from Elster Island. Then the double-dealing doll made off with the can can booties and left Will holding the bag. He spent six years in the calabozo at Cabo Carranza, Chile, where they taught him to box, Mimi's made off with the mooches.

Continued from page 1

"Should we make decisions on funding for a project for the next year, or is it up to the incoming board? If we are talking about a long term project, that is something different," Bush said.

Bush also expressed concern about predicting. She was a can can dancer from Carcass, Brazil, with a tall way like Rin Tin Tin. Will Wills went gaga over the frou-frou on her tu tu, and for a time it was kis-aybe-kissy till the cows came home, which they soon did, and to say:

"The only way around this is a bylaws revision, which is an important decision," he said. "They should try to eliminate these sections so that people can't abuse the intent of the funds."

If he decided to run again, Bush said it would be for Union or Academic Senator.
Family feud eclipses a good deed

LOS ANGELES (AP)—An immigrant family's dream move from a seedy skid row hotel to a home on an affluent estate near Pebble Beach was derailed yesterday by a family feud over who controls the house.

Elena and Rafael Pimentel and their four children had planned to drive 300 miles up the coast Monday, to live in a house they were renting in Monterey. But their son was already occupied-by the son of another sister and friend.

Caught in the middle are the Pimentels and their children, ages 1 to 6, who had been told they could use a two-bedroom apartment in the house on a 300-acre estate formerly the Smith ranch, south of Monterey, said Ana María Rivers of the Las Familias center.

The family has lived for the past five years in a dingy three-room apartment at the top of a reraking staircase. Across the hall is a dirt splashed cot of blood by the building manager, who was murdered earlier this month.

Vesta Baum, of Lakewood, had read about the plight of skid row families in a Catholic newspaper, and called Las Familias to offer the house, saying it was not in use. Rivers said Las Familias is dedicated to moving families out of skid row.

National

Dodgers make Guerrero wealthy

VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP)—Third baseman Pedro Guerrero has signed a five-year contract with the Los Angeles Dodgers, the richest in the club's history, Dodger Vice President Al Campanis announced Monday.

Guerrero was scheduled for his salary arbitration hearing yesterday morning, but signed the long-term deal shortly before the hearing was scheduled in Los Angeles.

He was seeking $1.2 million for a one-year contract; the Dodgers offer was $500,000.

No financial terms of the five-year contract were announced, but it obviously tops the $1 million annual figure paid to pitcher Fernando Valenzuela for last season.

"Pedro has proven he is one of the young superstars of our game," Campanis said. "He has the potential to become a triple crown winner and MVP and I'm sure he'll own several Dodger offensive marks before he retires." Guerrero, 27, switched from the outfield to third base in 1983. He responded with 32 home runs, 103 runs batted in, and a .298 batting average.

Guerrero and his wife, Denise, flew to Los Angeles from their home in the dominion Republic, then returned home immediately after signing the new contract.

Today in History

Today's birthday: Director Sam Peckinpah is 59 years old.

Today's birthdays: Director Sam Peckinpah is 59 years old. Columnist Erma Bombeck is 57. Tricia Nixon Cox, daughter of the former president, is 68, and actor Christopher Atkins is 23.

Thought for Today: "There is no dignity quite so impressive and no independence quite as important as living within your means.—President Calvin Coolidge 1872-1965.

UPD Presents

An Evening With

DICK GREGORY

Thursday, Feb. 23, 7 p.m.
CSLA Gymnasium
FREE ADMISSION

A special thanks is extended to the following offices and organizations for their support: Black Leadership Conference, Communication Studies, History Department, Latin American Studies, Pan-African Studies, Theatre Arts Department, University Library, University Foundation, Wesley Foundation—CSLA.
Tennis player introduces himself in Eagle loss

By STEVE BRENNER
SPORTS EDITOR

"Welcome to the California Collegiate Athletic Association, Michael Grant"—or should it be "CCAA, meet Michael Grant?"

Regardless of introduction, the Golden Eagles' tennis standout, an All-American transfer student from Santa Monica Junior College, definitely made his presence known last Saturday, and it's unlikely that he will be forgotten.

Grant was paired against Cal Poly Pomona's Pawn Lee, an overpowering competitor ranked among the Top 10 singles players in the Far West. Displaying the cool composure that has become his trademark, Grant defeated the four-time all-conference star, 6-2 in the third set, to win the match.

It was to be the Eagles' only win that day as the Broncos trounced Cal State L.A. 8-1.

"Pomona is a tough team with years of experience behind them," said Tom Yamaguchi, head CSLA tennis coach. Yamaguchi has had a frustrating first season as coach of the men's team.

"Our men's team is really young and we're going up against a lot of experience in this league," Yamaguchi said, noting that the Broncos are seventh in the Far West, according to National Collegiate Athletic Association rankings.

"But it's really nice when our No. 1 guy can beat their No. 1 guy," added Frank Gonzalez, assistant CSLA tennis coach.

Grant, who leads the Eagles in wins, opened up a quick 3-0 lead in the first set against Lee.

"Although Mike was leading, he was playing Lee's style of game," recalled Yamaguchi. Lee, as a result, came back to take the set, 7-5.

In the second set, Grant was down 5-0 when the momentum started to change.

Cool and composed, Grant quickly took advantage and forced Lee into a more consistent style of play.

In a "pretty even match," according to Yamaguchi, Grant took the second set in the tie breaker 7-6.

In the third set, with Grant's style of play predominant, Lee started to make mistakes. The Eagle left-hander easily put him away, with some well-placed shots.

"He has a lot of patience and plays a real smart game," Yamaguchi said.

The Golden Eagles' men's tennis team will take on Loyola Marymount today, at Loyola, in non-league action, then resume against Cal State Dominguez Hills at home next Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.

CSLA basketball center only bright spot in disappointing men's season

So far, Cal State L.A. center Tony Brown has proved to be the only bright spot in a disappointing men's basketball season.

The Eagles picked up two losses at home last weekend. 67-52 against Cal Poly San Luis Obispo on Friday, and 66-54 against Cal State Bakersfield on Saturday. The team sustained sole ownership of last place in the California Collegiate Athletic Association.

But Friday night, and perhaps the entire season, belonged to Brown, a 6-9 sophomore. He broke the CSLA career blocked-shot record, which was set back in the 1978-79 season by former center Edgar Pate.

With 145 blocked shots, Brown moves into first place in that category. He still has two years of eligibility. Brown broke the single season blocked shot record of 72 earlier this season. So far, he has 60 blocked shots in 25 games for a 2.40 average.

Brown sat out most of Saturday's game against Bakersfield with an injured hand, but he led both teams in scoring the night before with 20 points, against San Luis Obispo.

Brown grabbed 13 rebounds to lead both teams and shot 8 of 11 from the field that same night.

On Saturday, in the final home game of the season, senior Kevin Kelly and junior Michael Cooper led the Eagles in scoring with 15 and 13 points respectively.

Freshman Cary Brooks, substituting for the injured Brown, also played impressively. Brooks grabbed 11 rebounds and added seven points.

CSLA, 8-17 overall, will face Cal State Dominguez Hills this Friday night. They will face Chapman College the following night and close out the season on March 1, against Cal State Northridge.

-STEVE BRENNER